OREGON PUBLIC LAND CORNER REPORT / RESTORATION REPORT  
Tillamook County Surveyor's Office

SECTION: 23  
TOWNSHIP: 3 South  
RANGE: 8 West  

COUNTY: Tillamook  
CORNER DESIGNATION: 38500300  
Southwest Corner Section 23  

DATE: 10/29/2020  
(Please check one)  
Condition Report Only  
X Restoration  
Rewitness  
Unrecorded  
Reset at surface  
Referenced Out  

Previous Rewitnesses, Restorations and Surveys, etc  
1962 BLM Resurvey, CSF# A-1177, CSF# B-598, CSF# B-1193, CSF# B-1195, CSF# B-3914, and CSF# B-4071.  

Found Monument(s) and Accessories (Condition & Source):  

Found 1962 BLM brass cap on iron pipe disturbed by logging operations and loosely lying in pile of stones. Did not recover original GLO stone.  

BT's found: (Record bearings and distances are from CSF# B-4071)  
15° Fir, (S41°30'W, 8.5 ft.), 8.5 ft. measured  
Healed face – CSF# B-1193  
16° Fir, (S25°30'E, 36.5 ft.), 36.5 ft. measured  
Healed face – CSF# B-1193  
Indeterminate size Fir Stump, (S25°W, 22.7 ft.)  
No marks visible – 1962 BLM Resurvey  
Indeterminate size Fir Stump, (S89°15'W, 29.8 ft.)  
No marks visible – 1962 BLM Resurvey  
No remains of other BT's of record. Destroyed by logging activities.  

Monument Set (Procedures and Description):  

Set 3/4" X 30" iron pipe with orange plastic cap (LS 60066) in mound of stones at distance – distance intersection of the 2 recovered BT's set in CSF# B-1193 with record distances from CSF# B-4071. Laid found BLM pipe with cap alongside set pipe.  

New accessories set: None  

New Bearing Trees set:  
18" Spruce, N61°E, 63.9 ft. Marked: "T3S R8W S23 BT"  
14" Fir, N33°W, 108.8 ft. Marked: "T3S R8W S23 BT"  

Location & Comments: Corner lies on ridge top, at South side of landing excavation for recent logging operations. All bearing tree distances measured are to the center of the tree.  

Firm / Agency: Peterson Surveying, LLC  
Address: 32081 Henkle Way  
Philotah, OR 97370  
Party Chief: Brian Peterson  
Notes:  
Witnesses: Becky Peterson  
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